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Ref inement is  an oriental  f lower

embell ishing the l ines 

of  an overseas dream. 

Flowing l ines
Roma nt ic  v i l l a  i n  Sa n Fra nc i sco
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“Refinement is an oriental flower”

And so, to ensure that it would never be missed again, 
when the first flower blossomed, 

spring became immortal.
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A project that represents the most distinctive and 

authentic side of Bruno Zampa brand, characterised 

by a romantic yet contemporary style interspersed with 

luxurious detailing and flashes of gold. Looking out over 

peerless panoramic views of  San Francisco Bay, the villa 

is heavily influenced by the art and culture heritage of 

the Orient, which shines through in the architecture, 

colour and styling of the interiors. The furniture is a 

selection of the most iconic pieces from Bruno Zampa 

collections, offering sophisticated design and trademark 

styles which enhance spaces and help to create a warm 

and reassuring atmosphere. Neutral and bright tones are 

one of the constant themes of the elegant and timeless 

style here: from the elegant fabrics and soft leathers 

chosen for sofas to the stunning finishes that seem to 

elevate the space everywhere you look. The undisputed 

star of the show, though, is the wonderful craftsmanship 

on display, most notably through the ancient technique of 

inlaying. In order to create the Kintsugi decorations, the 

finest materials have been assembled with great care by 

expert hands, creating truly extraordinary works which 

pay tribute to the ancient Oriental art. And yet it is light 

that brings everything together. At sunset, it caresses 

the warm colours of the interiors, casting reflections 

on the decorations with the last rays of daylight and 

emphasising the quality of the mother-of-pearl, gold and 

wood, creating vibrant glows. 
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Giasone sofa 4 seats • Tulip round table • Bernini table lamp
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In the bar area, the Kintsugi inlay decoration reappears 
at the back of Concorde cabinet and covers the entirety 
of the adjacent wall. The decoration is a new take on 
the stunning Oriental art of Kintsugi, which means “to 
repair with gold”: here, small pieces of eucalyptus wood 
bound with golden veins, fit together perfectly. The 
intentionally irregular nature of the pattern creates a 
stunning decorative effect which feels surprisingly well-
balanced, elevating the impact of the cabinet itself. 
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Dioniso bar counter, paired 
with Flower stools, are chosen to 
furnish a luxurious bar area where 
shiny lacquering contrasts with 
gold detailing and back-lighting 
creates a sense of dynamism and 
movement. 

• Dioniso bar counter
• Flower bar stool
• Concorde display cabinet
• Kintsugi inlay panelling
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Moving into the dining room, the bespoke system of wooden shelving 
units with glossy lacquered finish, with the rear panels in embroidered 
leather, elegantly creates a semi-circular space, which feels both secluded 
and cosy. The soft lines of Celine chairs interact with the sophisticated 
round Millenium table, featuring Kintsugi inlay decorations on the 
table top and in addition on Lazy Susan. These exclusive details evoke 
the refined aesthetics synonymous with Oriental styles, showcasing the 
balance and elegance of the furniture. 

• Millenium round dining table
• Celine chair

• Concorde sideboard wide
• Bernini table lamp 
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“The impossible dream was to look out on a real pea-

ch tree through the windows of a Villa looking out on 

the S. Francisco bay. But what was possible, however, 

was to bring that innate grace into the house: not just 

by meticulously capturing the impalpable delicacy 

of the flowering fronds, but by giving our client the 

sensation of petals being transported on the breath of 

the wind. That’s why the hand-finished inlaid design 

covers the entire wall with glorious blossom, caressed 

by a light and constant breeze.”
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• Randolph consolle
• Constance mirror
• Twin wall lamp
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emphasise the elegant details of the furniture in this area, which 
features Metropolis round table in the centre of the room. All of the key 
materials used elsewhere in the interior design concept are found in the 
detailing of Square door.

• Flower armchair
• Square door

• Metropolis round dining table
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Geometries
“embellishing the lines”

When an empty space becomes filled, 
resilience turns into perfection.
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• Juno bed
• Remington bedside table
• Bernini table lamp
• Moon Walt bench
• Bauhaus column
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In the bedroom, the elegant 
shaping of the furniture is 
counterbalanced with pale and 
almost impalpable tones which 
give the space an ethereal feel. 
At the sides of Kimberly dressing 
table, the romantic Kintsugi 
butterfly inlay decoration 
symbolizes the propitiatory 
beauty of a delicate flight. 

• Kimberly dressing table
• Kimberly pouf
• Kintsugi butterfly inlay panelling
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Remington chest of drawers features a unique column 
structure with metal decorations. Meanwhile, the 
Gordon sofa and small Davis armchair bring a delicate 
feel to the sitting area, which features Triton coffee 
tables in varying sizes. 
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• Remington chest of drawers

• Davis small armchair
• Square door
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The bedroom area also features the central Experia 
table with Kintsugi butterfly inlay decoration on 
table top, with the design seamlessly knitting together 
all of the surrounding elements and bringing a sense 
of completeness to the space. 
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• Gordon sofa 3 seats
• Triton round table 45 and 60
• Experia central table
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Remington composition with TV frame and cabinet is the perfect 
match for the rest of the location.  The structure rests against the wall, 
which features the white version of the Kintsugi inlay decoration, made 
from light wood with shiny metal detailing. 

• Remington TV frame
• Remington TV cabinet
• Kintsugi inlay panelling
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• Legend desk
• Atlantis office chair
• Beverly armchair
• Jade bookshelf
• Astoria table lamp
• Kintsugi peach blossom inlay panelling
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The running theme of peach blossom appears again 
in the office, which draws on a range of deep and 
contrasting colours to underpin the sense of formality 
that pervades the space. The imperious forms of Legend 
desk are paired with Atlantis office chair and with 
Beverly armchairs. Jade bookcases stand on either side 
of the desk. 
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Richelieu cabinet offers an elegant mix of shadows, 
reflections and colours, offset by gold profiling. The 
double Square door in glossy Canaletto walnut leads 
into the office. 

• Richelieu cabinet
• Square door
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Furniture is taken to the next level 
by expertly quilted leather, which 
elevates the detailing and shaping 
of the pieces, achieving a level of 
perfection befitting the stunning 
sartorial culture at the heart of 
this project. 
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The adjacent lounge overlooks 
the floor below, which provides 
an expansive and bright backdrop 
to the seating area. The lines of 
Legend armchairs, of Mumford 
side tables and of Bauhaus sofa 
bring character to the space. The 
entire lounge is framed by warm 
colours, interspersed with high-
impact details. 

• Bauhaus sofa 3 seats
• Legend armchair
• Mumford central table
• Mumford side table
• Bernini table lamp
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“of an overseas dream”

Like a shell embellished by its pearl, 
a reflection is the most precious jewel 

that an environment can flaunt.

Overseas
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A Dedalo modular system composition stands at the sides of the bar cabinet. This Home 
Cinema is a taylor made design where every single element has been carefully calibrated, 
down to the smallest of details, in order to create an exclusive, balanced and practical 
entertainment space. The soundproof panelling features original portholes adorned with 
Kintsugi peach blossom inlay decoration, for a dynamic and creative effect. The circular 
bar cabinet with decorated doors conceals ample space for the storage of drinks. Finally, 
Ambassador modular sofas guarantee maximum comfort. 

• Dedalo composition

• Ambassador modular sofa
• Kintsugi peach blossom inlay panelling
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Ambassador modular sofa, 
presented here in its curved 
version, is perfect for spaces 
designed for entertainment 
or simply socialising. The 
combination of linear design and 
the finest materials results in a 
unique product with immediately 
recognisable aesthetics and an 
unquestionable impact. Quite 
simply, it’s the perfect combination 
of unrivalled comfort and refined 
detailing. 

• Ambassador modular sofa 
• Blanca bench 100
• Adam pouf
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Project’s figures

385 hours of expert inlay work

24,042 elements in wood, mother-of-
pearl and metals

52 different yet perfectly 
coordinated materials 

5 project’s reviews

2 on-site inspections

45 installation days
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